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NASA initiated since the completion of Vision and Voyages. The report considers
the priority areas as defined in Vision and Voyages where publicly available
mission studies have not been undertaken; appropriate mechanisms by which missionstudy gaps might be filled in the near- to mid-term future; and other activities
that might be undertaken in the near- to mid-term future to optimize and/or
expedite the work of the next planetary science decadal survey committee.
Opting Out David Hursh 2020-01-22 A 2020 AESA Critics' Choice Book Award winner
The rise of high-stakes testing in New York and across the nation has narrowed and
simplified what is taught, while becoming central to the effort to privatize
public schools. However, it and similar reform efforts have met resistance, with
New York as the exemplar for how to repel standardized testing and invasive data
collection, such as inBloom. In New York, the two parent/teacher organizations
that have been most effective are Long Island Opt Out and New York State Allies
for Public Education. Over the last four years, they and other groups have focused
on having parents refuse to submit their children to the testing regime, arguing
that if students don’t take the tests, the results aren’t usable. The opt-out
movement has been so successful that 20% of students statewide and 50% of students
on Long Island refused to take tests. In Opting Out, two parent leaders of the
opt-out movement—Jeanette Deutermann and Lisa Rudley—tell why and how they became
activists in the two organizations. The story of parents, students, and teachers
resisting not only high-stakes testing but also privatization and other corporate
reforms parallels the rise of teachers across the country going on strike to
demand increases in school funding and teacher salaries. Both the success of the
opt-out movement and teacher strikes reflect the rise of grassroots organizing
using social media to influence policy makers at the local, state, and national
levels. Perfect for courses such as: The Politics Of Education | Education Policy
| Education Reform Community Organizing | Education Evaluation | Education Reform
| Parents And Education
Working With Kids Who Bully Walter B. Roberts, Jr. 2016-06-09 Shifting our
thinking to help break the cycle of bullying We all know bullying impacts the
academic and emotional lives of our young people. We see it in our schools and
hear about it in the news. Why is it still happening? Often it’s because we fail
to address the individuals at the heart of the problem—the kids who engage in the
behavior. Working With Kids Who Bully challenges us to shift our thinking about
these youth. Readers will find Information on cyberbullying, relational
aggression, mediation, building empathy, and bibliomedia therapy Strategies and
sample dialogue to use with kids who bully Diagrams and charts to clarify
suggested approaches
Way to ICSE Mathematics for Class 10 Board Exams in 2015 Exam18 2014-09-18 Way to
ICSE Mathematics for Class 10 Board Exams in 2015 Quick and easy ways summarized
to make your Mathematics easier for the upcoming ICSE Board Examinations. Run
through the complete syllabus of this subject chapter-wise and learn all the
important formulas and procedures to solve the questions. Every chapter includes
solved questions for your practice. With this book, you spend less time reading
non-relevant context and move straight to the questions asked by the ICSE board.
This book comes with hundreds of questions with detailed solutions for your
practice. It is a great supplement to your textbooks as it prepares you for

Exascale Scientific Applications Tjerk P. Straatsma 2017-11-13 From the Foreword:
"The authors of the chapters in this book are the pioneers who will explore the
exascale frontier. The path forward will not be easy... These authors, along with
their colleagues who will produce these powerful computer systems will, with
dedication and determination, overcome the scalability problem, discover the new
algorithms needed to achieve exascale performance for the broad range of
applications that they represent, and create the new tools needed to support the
development of scalable and portable science and engineering applications.
Although the focus is on exascale computers, the benefits will permeate all of
science and engineering because the technologies developed for the exascale
computers of tomorrow will also power the petascale servers and terascale
workstations of tomorrow. These affordable computing capabilities will empower
scientists and engineers everywhere." — Thom H. Dunning, Jr., Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory and University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA "This
comprehensive summary of applications targeting Exascale at the three DoE labs is
a must read." — Rio Yokota, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan "Numerical
simulation is now a need in many fields of science, technology, and industry. The
complexity of the simulated systems coupled with the massive use of data makes HPC
essential to move towards predictive simulations. Advances in computer
architecture have so far permitted scientific advances, but at the cost of
continually adapting algorithms and applications. The next technological
breakthroughs force us to rethink the applications by taking energy consumption
into account. These profound modifications require not only anticipation and
sharing but also a paradigm shift in application design to ensure the
sustainability of developments by guaranteeing a certain independence of the
applications to the profound modifications of the architectures: it is the passage
from optimal performance to the portability of performance. It is the challenge of
this book to demonstrate by example the approach that one can adopt for the
development of applications offering performance portability in spite of the
profound changes of the computing architectures." — Christophe Calvin, CEA,
Fundamental Research Division, Saclay, France "Three editors, one from each of the
High Performance Computer Centers at Lawrence Berkeley, Argonne, and Oak Ridge
National Laboratories, have compiled a very useful set of chapters aimed at
describing software developments for the next generation exa-scale computers. Such
a book is needed for scientists and engineers to see where the field is going and
how they will be able to exploit such architectures for their own work. The book
will also benefit students as it provides insights into how to develop software
for such computer architectures. Overall, this book fills an important need in
showing how to design and implement algorithms for exa-scale architectures which
are heterogeneous and have unique memory systems. The book discusses issues with
developing user codes for these architectures and how to address these issues
including actual coding examples.’ — Dr. David A. Dixon, Robert Ramsay Chair, The
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, USA
Report Series: Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017-07-28 This study discusses the
publicly available studies of future flagship- and New Frontiers-class missions
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question-specific topics and ways to uncover their solutions in quick, easy way.
ICSE 10th Mathematics was never so easier before! Buy the Printed Book or an EBook Way to ICSE Mathematics for Class 10 Board Exams in 2015 is available at your
convenience. You can buy a Printed Book or an E-Book as per your choice and
comfort. The Printed Book is delivered within 1-7 days at no extra cost and no
hidden fee anywhere across India while the E-Book is sent to your email address as
soon as you place your order. How will the Way to ICSE Mathematics package help
me? If you realized that preparing for Mathematics is taking much time, Way to
ICSE Mathematics will help you in focusing on board exam specific topics and
questions so that you spend less time on this subject and focus on other subjects
too. At the same time, it also ensures that most of the topics and questions are
covered that are frequently asked in the ICSE Board examination.
Social Research Methods Alan Bryman 2015-12-01 This best-selling introduction to
research methods provides students and researchers with unrivalled coverage of
both quantitative and qualitative methods, making it invaluable for anyone
embarking on social research. Bridging the gap between theory and practice, Social
Research Methods is packed full of engaging examples and practical tips to equip
students with the tools and knowledge needed for them to complete their own
research projects. In addition to providing practical advice, Bryman deftly
explores thenature of social research and the wider issues impinging on it. This
book is supported by an Online Resource Centre, which includes:For Students* A
researcher's toolkit to take students step by step through the research process*
Multiple choice questions to help students test their knowledge and understanding*
A guide to using Excel in data analysis to help develop analytical skillsFor
Lecturers* A test bank of questions which can be customized to meet teaching
needs* PowerPoint slides for each chapter* New seminar outlines including
suggested activities and tasks * New exam and course work questions to set in
class
Understanding Employer Engagement in Education Anthony Mann 2014-05-30 This
collection focuses on employer engagement in education, how it is delivered and
the differentiated impact it has on young people in their progression through
schooling and higher education into the labour market. The focus is not narrowly
on vocational or technical education or work-related learning, but on how employer
engagement (eg, work experience, internships, careers education, workplace visits,
mentoring, enterprise education etc) influences the experiences and outcomes of
the broad range of young people across mainstream academic learning programmes.
The essays explore the different ways in which education can support or constrain
social mobility and, in particular, how employer engagement in education can have
significant impact upon social mobility – both positive and negative. Leading
international contributors examine issues surrounding employer engagement and
social mobility: conceptualisations of employer engagement; trends in social
mobility; employer engagement and social class; access and management of work
experience; social capital and aspiration; access to employment. The book makes
employer engagement an innovative focus in relation to the well established fields
of social mobility and school to work transition. By examining what difference
employer engagement makes, the essays raise questions about conventional models
and show how research drawing on different fields and disciplines can be brought
together to provide a more coherent and convincing account. Building on new
theorisations and combining existing and new data, the collection offers a
systematic exploration of the influence of socio-economic status on school-to-work
transitions, and addresses how educational policy can shape more efficient labour
market outcomes. In doing so, it draws on, and speaks to, existing literature
which has considered such questions from the perspectives of gender, ethnicity and
social disadvantage.
Minerals Yearbook Geological Survey 2019-01-31 This volume, covering metals and
minerals, contains chapters on approximately 90 commodities. In addition, this
volume has chapters on mining and quarrying trends and on statistical surveying
methods used by Minerals Information, plus a statistical summary.
Our Sexuality Robert L. Crooks 2016-01-01 This is the most respected and
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authoritative college textbook available on human sexuality. Written in a direct,
non-judgmental manner, the thirteenth edition of OUR SEXUALITY has been thoroughly
and carefully updated to reflect the most current research findings and
psychosocial developments. It is the first college text to deliver cutting-edge
and in-depth emphasis on the impact of politics on sexuality. Crooks and Baur keep
students interested with the most exciting, emerging research and coverage, and
focus on strengthening their self-awareness and sexual intelligence. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Yearbook on Space Policy 2012/2013 Cenan Al-Ekabi 2015-02-06 The Yearbook on Space
Policy is the reference publication analyzing space policy developments. Each year
it presents issues and trends in space policy and the space sector as a whole. Its
scope is global and its perspective is European. The Yearbook also links space
policy with other policy areas. It highlights specific events and issues, and
provides useful insights, data and information on space activities. The Yearbook
on Space Policy is edited by the European Space Policy Institute (ESPI) based in
Vienna, Austria. It combines in-house research and contributions of members of the
European Space Policy Research and Academic Network (ESPRAN), coordinated by ESPI.
The Yearbook is designed for government decision-makers and agencies, industry
professionals, as well as the service sectors, researchers and scientists and the
interested public.
The Science and Philosophy of Martial Arts Alex W. Tong 2022-02-22 Through the
lenses of Shotokan Karate and biomedicine, sensei and biomedical scientist Alex W.
Tong shows readers how body, mind, and spirit can be developed through martial
arts practice. Through the practice of martial arts, a person can realize their
full potential--not only in body, but in mind and spirit. The Science and
Philosophy of Martial Arts shows readers how. Author, sensei, and biomedical
scientist Alex W. Tong delves into the physical, mental, and spiritual components
of martial arts and integrates contemporary sports psychology, kinesiology, and
neuroscience into a nuanced and illuminating understanding of what martial arts
practice can be. Structured into three sections, Tong discusses: • The Mind: The
dao of martial arts, mental tranquility, contemporary neuroscience, and warming up
the brain • The Body: Posture and stance, breathing in martial arts, and the
physics of mastery and effort • The Spirit: Soul, spirit, and moving zen; nature
and manifestations of the spirit Each section includes observations on martial
arts origins, physiology, and tangible results on martial arts training. Blending
traditional and contemporary approaches, knowledge, and research, The Science and
Philosophy of Martial Arts builds a vision of practice that elevates physical
performance, awareness, decisiveness, and strength of spirit.
A Comparative Perspective of Women’s Economic Empowerment Meltem Ince Yenilmez
2019-06-24 The need for the creation of an enabling political, legal and economic
environment for women within Turkey is rising. A growing concern is shown at the
ethnic divisions and local discrimination against women, which have spilled over
into the labor market. This book lends a supporting voice to the economic and
social empowerment of women globally, focusing on the real causes and the
unpredictable nature of the ongoing conflicts surrounding the issue. The authors
bring to the forefront problems of development within various regions and the
implementation of projects, which address the state of women, inequality and
risks, that are inimical to their participation in the economy. Emphasis is laid
on why women should be permitted access to the many opportunities in information
technology and exchange, partnership growth and networking in this digital era.
The oppressive policies of Turkey are scrutinized to unravel the dangers they pose
to the corporate existence of women in the modern world. Furthermore, this book
centers on the deliberation on regional politics and issues on gender and women’s
empowerment in modern Turkey whilst comparing with other countries. The work sheds
light on salient issues and possible remedies within target countries and the
concerted efforts made to create a reliable structure to discuss gender conflicts.
Ample contributions from countries such as the US, Germany, Serbia, South Africa
and United Kingdom are pivotal to comparing and examining the main debates.
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Addressing several global gender-related examples as well as Turkey’s national
principles, this book encourages full involvement of women and girls in deciding
the fate of their country. This book serves as the rallying point of an array of
informative and mind-expanding works of literature in regional studies, gender
studies, migration economy, and area studies in countries like Turkey, USA,
Serbia, UK, and India. Experts, students, and readers in the academic sphere may
find this work educative and intellectually fulfilling.
Disability and Popular Culture Katie Ellis 2016-05-23 As a response to real or
imagined subordination, popular culture reflects the everyday experience of
ordinary people and has the capacity to subvert the hegemonic order. Drawing on
central theoretical approaches in the field of critical disability studies, this
book examines disability across a number of internationally recognised texts and
objects from popular culture, including film, television, magazines and
advertising campaigns, children’s toys, music videos, sport and online spaces, to
attend to the social and cultural construction of disability. While acknowledging
that disability features in popular culture in ways that reinforce stereotypes and
stigmatise, Disability and Popular Culture celebrates and complicates the
increasing visibility of disability in popular culture, showing how popular
culture can focus passion, create community and express defiance in the context of
disability and social change. Covering a broad range of concerns that lie at the
intersection of disability and cultural studies, including media representation,
identity, the beauty myth, aesthetics, ableism, new media and sport, this book
will appeal to scholars and students interested in the critical analysis of
popular culture, across disciplines such as disability studies, sociology and
cultural and media studies.
Nuclear Proliferation and Terrorism in the Post-9/11 World David Hafemeister
2016-03-29 This book fills a clear gap in the literature for a technically-focused
book covering nuclear proliferation and related issues post-9/11. Using a conceptled approach which serves a broad readership, it provides detailed overview of
nuclear weapons, nuclear proliferation and international nuclear policy. The
author addresses topics including offensive and defensive missile systems, command
and control, verification, weapon effects, and nuclear testing. A chronology of
nuclear arms is presented including detailed discussion of the Cold War,
proliferation, and arms control treaties. The book is tailored to courses on
nuclear proliferation, and the general reader will also find it a fascinating
introduction to the science and strategy behind international nuclear policy in
the modern era.
Between Mission and Market Daniel Rosenberg 2017-04-26 This book confronts some of
the main controversies in higher education, particularly those affecting firstyear students: high-stakes testing in general (particularly the SAT), the
intensification of student debt and the financial sentence imposed upon all who
incur it, and the dramatic pressures placed upon freshmen as they transition to
college.
Intelligent Systems and Computer Technology D.J. Hemanth 2020-12-15 Recent
developments in soft-computation techniques have paved the way for handling huge
volumes of data, thereby bringing about significant changes and technological
advancements. This book presents the proceedings of the 3rd International
Conference on Emerging Current Trends in Computing & Expert Technology (COMET
2020), held at Panimalar Engineering College, Chennai, India on 6 and 7 March
2020. The aim of the book is to disseminate cutting-edge developments taking place
in the technological fields of intelligent systems and computer technology,
thereby assisting researchers and practitioners from both institutions and
industry to upgrade their knowledge of the latest developments and emerging areas
of study. It focuses on technological innovations and trendsetting initiatives to
improve business values, optimize business processes and enable inclusive growth
for corporates, industries and education alike. The book is divided into two
sections; ‘Next Generation Soft Computing’ is a platform for scientists,
researchers, practitioners and academics to present and discuss their most recent
innovations, trends and concerns, as well as the practical challenges encountered
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in the field. The second section, ‘Evolutionary Networking and Communications’
focuses on various aspects of 5G communications systems and networking, including
cloud and virtualization solutions, management technologies, and vertical
application areas. It brings together the latest technologies from all over the
world, and also provides an excellent international forum for the sharing of
knowledge and results from theory, methodology and applications in networking and
communications. The book will be of interest to all those working in the fields of
intelligent systems and computer technology.
Immunisation against infectious diseases David Salisbury 2006-12-11 This is the
third edition of this publication which contains the latest information on
vaccines and vaccination procedures for all the vaccine preventable infectious
diseases that may occur in the UK or in travellers going outside of the UK,
particularly those immunisations that comprise the routine immunisation programme
for all children from birth to adolescence. It is divided into two sections: the
first section covers principles, practices and procedures, including issues of
consent, contraindications, storage, distribution and disposal of vaccines,
surveillance and monitoring, and the Vaccine Damage Payment Scheme; the second
section covers the range of different diseases and vaccines.
ESSA’s Student Manual for Exercise Prescription, Delivery and Adherence- eBook
Jeff S. Coombes 2021-11-09 Endorsed by Exercise & Sports Science Australia (ESSA)
ESSA is a professional organisation which is committed to establishing, promoting
and defending the career paths of tertiary trained exercise and sports science
practitioners. s ESSA’s Student Manual for Exercise Prescription, Delivery and
Adherence is a unique text that covers not only how to write and deliver exercise
programs, but also how to support and enable people to stick to them for better
health and wellbeing. Expert academic authors Jeff Coombes, Nicola Burton and Emma
Beckman have precisely mapped the contents to Australian essential professional
standards, making this text suitable for students of all ESSA-accredited degree
and postgraduate courses wanting to gain accreditation in exercise science and
exercise physiology. The text combines theory and practical exercises to boost
competency and confidence. It covers everything students need to know, from
required foundational knowledge of biomechanics, functional anatomy, physiology
and associated psychology and how to apply that to create, deliver, and support
safe and effective exercise. Current exercise/physical activity guidelines
(including for weight loss, young children and adolescents, pregnancy and older
individuals) Contemporary approaches to exercise prescription (e.g. use of
autoregulation and repetitions-in-reserve to prescribe resistance training)
Comprehensive step-by-step suite of exercises for all body parts Practical
activities to understand and experience high intensity interval training Evidencebased behaviour change frameworks to understand and promote exercise adherence
with accompanying practical activities Relevant to ESSA accreditation standards
for Exercise Scientists, Sport Scientists and Exercise Physiologists in Australia
Includes an eBook with purchase of the print book
Daily Graphic Kingsley Inkoom 2014-09-03
Formal Modeling and Verification of Cyber-Physical Systems Rolf Drechsler
2015-06-05 This book presents the lecture notes of the 1st Summer School on
Methods and Tools for the Design of Digital Systems, 2015, held in Bremen,
Germany. The topic of the summer school was devoted to modeling and verification
of cyber-physical systems. This covers several aspects of the field, including
hybrid systems and model checking, as well as applications in robotics and
aerospace systems. The main chapters have been written by leading scientists, who
present their field of research, each providing references to introductory
material as well as latest scientific advances and future research directions.
This is complemented by short papers submitted by the participating PhD students.
Using 21st Century Science to Improve Risk-Related Evaluations National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017-03-16 Over the last decade, several
large-scale United States and international programs have been initiated to
incorporate advances in molecular and cellular biology, -omics technologies,
analytical methods, bioinformatics, and computational tools and methods into the
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field of toxicology. Similar efforts are being pursued in the field of exposure
science with the goals of obtaining more accurate and complete exposure data on
individuals and populations for thousands of chemicals over the lifespan;
predicting exposures from use data and chemical-property information; and
translating exposures between test systems and humans. Using 21st Century Science
to Improve Risk-Related Evaluations makes recommendations for integrating new
scientific approaches into risk-based evaluations. This study considers the
scientific advances that have occurred following the publication of the NRC
reports Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy and Exposure
Science in the 21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy. Given the various ongoing
lines of investigation and new data streams that have emerged, this publication
proposes how best to integrate and use the emerging results in evaluating chemical
risk. Using 21st Century Science to Improve Risk-Related Evaluations considers
whether a new paradigm is needed for data validation, how to integrate the
divergent data streams, how uncertainty might need to be characterized, and how
best to communicate the new approaches so that they are understandable to various
stakeholders.
New Millennium Solar Physics Markus J. Aschwanden 2019-05-22 This is a follow-on
book to the introductory textbook "Physics of the Solar Corona" previously
published in 2004 by the same author, which provided a systematic introduction and
covered mostly scientific results from the pre-2000 era. Using a similar structure
as the previous book the second volume provides a seamless continuation of
numerous novel research results in solar physics that emerged in the new
millennium (after 2000) from the new solar missions of RHESSI, STEREO, Hinode,
CORONAS, and the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) during the era of 2000-2018. The
new solar space missions are characterized by unprecedented high-resolution
imaging, time resolution, spectral capabilities, stereoscopy and tomography, which
reveal the intricate dynamics of magneto-hydrodynamic processes in the solar
corona down to scales of 100 km. The enormous amount of data streaming down from
SDO in Terabytes per day requires advanced automated data processing methods. The
book focuses exclusively on new research results after 2000, which are reviewed in
a comprehensive manner, documented by over 3600 literature references, covering
theory, observations, and numerical modeling of basic physical processes that are
observed in high-temperature plasmas of the Sun and other astrophysical objects,
such as plasma instabilities, coronal heating, magnetic reconnection processes,
coronal mass ejections, plasma waves and oscillations, or particle acceleration.
The Design of Childhood Alexandra Lange 2018-06-12 From building blocks to city
blocks, an eye-opening exploration of how children's playthings and physical
surroundings affect their development. Parents obsess over their children's
playdates, kindergarten curriculum, and every bump and bruise, but the toys,
classrooms, playgrounds, and neighborhoods little ones engage with are just as
important. These objects and spaces encode decades, even centuries of changing
ideas about what makes for good child-rearing--and what does not. Do you choose
wooden toys, or plastic, or, increasingly, digital? What do youngsters lose when
seesaws are deemed too dangerous and slides are designed primarily for safety? How
can the built environment help children cultivate self-reliance? In these debates,
parents, educators, and kids themselves are often caught in the middle. Now,
prominent design critic Alexandra Lange reveals the surprising histories behind
the human-made elements of our children's pint-size landscape. Her fascinating
investigation shows how the seemingly innocuous universe of stuff affects kids'
behavior, values, and health, often in subtle ways. And she reveals how years of
decisions by toymakers, architects, and urban planners have helped--and hindered-American youngsters' journeys toward independence. Seen through Lange's eyes,
everything from the sandbox to the street becomes vibrant with buried meaning. The
Design of Childhood will change the way you view your children's world--and your
own.
NSCA’s Guide to High School Strength and Conditioning NSCA -National Strength &
Conditioning Association 2021-11-01 The need for qualified high school strength
and conditioning professionals has never been greater. Whether following the
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framework for long-term athletic development or teaching weight training as a
lifelong fitness activity, you need to offer both the environment and
instructional skills to safely develop strong student-athletes. NSCA’s Guide to
High School Strength and Conditioning will equip you to deliver the highestquality program in the high school setting—whether you are a strength and
conditioning professional, physical education teacher, sport coach, or
administrator. Written by a team of contributors within the world-renowned
National Strength and Conditioning Association, NSCA’s Guide to High School
Strength and Conditioning summarizes the primary duties and responsibilities of
the various positions and roles that contribute to developing a safe and effective
program. It provides insights into the benefits of offering a strength and
conditioning program at the high school level and offers advice for the
implementation of such a program. Examples are also provided for strength-andconditioning-related PE curriculums to demonstrate how those types of programs can
work and how they connect to the SHAPE America national standards and grade-level
outcomes. The text is loaded with information that can be practically applied to
any high school program. You will learn the variables to consider when designing a
resistance or cardiovascular training program and 13 detailed protocols for
conducting assessments so you can objectively evaluate movement and performance.
Detailed exercise descriptions include beginning position, movement phases,
breathing guidelines, modifications and variations, and coaching tips. The
descriptions, along with accompanying photos, teach proper technique for 28 common
resistance training exercises, 10 bodyweight exercises, 12 anatomical core
exercises, 11 static and dynamic stretching exercises, 12 plyometric exercises, 10
speed and agility drills, and 5 cardio machines. Sample warm-up sequences and
exercise sessions for resistance, plyometric, speed and agility, cardiovascular,
and circuit training are also provided—all of which follow the programming
guidelines and recommendations for high school student-athletes. NSCA’s Guide to
High School Strength and Conditioning includes the evidence-driven information
that will help any high school strength and conditioning professional—including
both coaches and teachers—to become the best practitioner possible. This valuable
resource is one that you will turn to for many years to come as you build a solid
strength and conditioning community for your student-athletes.
Supporting Shrinkage Michael P. Johnson 2021-07-01 Demonstrates how residents can
play a leading role in the positive transformation of their communities in the
face of economic and population decline. Supporting Shrinkage describes a new
approach to citizen-engaged, community-focused planning methods and technologies
for cities and regions facing decline, disinvestment, shrinkage, and social and
physical distress. The volume evaluates the benefits and costs of a wide range of
analytic approaches for designing policy and planning interventions for shrinking
cities and distressed communities. These include collaborative planning, social
media, civic technology, game design, analytics, decision modeling and decision
support, and spatial analysis. The authors present case studies of three US cities
addressing shrinkage and decline, with a focus on issues of social justice,
democratization of knowledge, and local empowerment. Proposed as a solution is an
approach that puts community engagement and empowerment at the center, combined
with data and technology innovations. The authors argue that decisions informed by
qualitative and quantitative data and analytic methods, implemented through
accessible and affordable technologies, and based on notions of social impact and
social justice, can enable residents to play a leading role in the positive
transformation of shrinking cities and distressed communities. Michael P. Johnson
is Professor and Chair of the Department of Public Policy and Public Affairs at
the University of Massachusetts Boston. Justin B. Hollander is Professor of Urban
and Environmental Policy and Planning at Tufts University. Eliza W. Kinsey is
Associate Research Scientist in Epidemiology at Columbia University's Mailman
School of Public Health. George R. Chichirau is Lecturer in the Department of
Political Science at Northeastern University.
Life by Algorithms Catherine Besteman 2019-05-23 Computerized processes are
everywhere in our society. They are the automated phone messaging systems that
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businesses use to screen calls; the link between student standardized test scores
and public schools’ access to resources; the algorithms that regulate patient
diagnoses and reimbursements to doctors. The storage, sorting, and analysis of
massive amounts of information have enabled the automation of decision-making at
an unprecedented level. Meanwhile, computers have offered a model of cognition
that increasingly shapes our approach to the world. The proliferation of
“roboprocesses” is the result, as editors Catherine Besteman and Hugh Gusterson
observe in this rich and wide-ranging volume, which features contributions from a
distinguished cast of scholars in anthropology, communications, international
studies, and political science. Although automatic processes are designed to be
engines of rational systems, the stories in Life by Algorithms reveal how they can
in fact produce absurd, inflexible, or even dangerous outcomes. Joining the call
for “algorithmic transparency,” the contributors bring exceptional sensitivity to
everyday sociality into their critique to better understand how the perils of
modern technology affect finance, medicine, education, housing, the workplace,
food production, public space, and emotions—not as separate problems but as linked
manifestations of a deeper defect in the fundamental ordering of our society.
The Travel Diaries of Albert Einstein Albert Einstein 2023-01-10 "A popular
edition of Albert Einstein's travel diaries and related writings from his 1925
visit to South America"-Is Technology Good for Education? Neil Selwyn 2016-06-07 Digital technologies are
a key feature of contemporary education. Schools, colleges and universities
operate along high-tech lines, while alternate forms of online education have
emerged to challenge the dominance of traditional institutions. According to many
experts, the rapid digitization of education over the past ten years has
undoubtedly been a ‘good thing’. Is Technology Good For Education? offers a
critical counterpoint to this received wisdom, challenging some of the central
ways in which digital technology is presumed to be positively affecting education.
Instead Neil Selwyn considers what is being lost as digital technologies become
ever more integral to education provision and engagement. Crucially, he questions
the values, agendas and interests that stand to gain most from the rise of digital
education. This concise, up-to-the-minute analysis concludes by considering
alternate approaches that might be capable of rescuing and perhaps revitalizing
the ideals of public education, while not denying the possibilities of digital
technology altogether.
College Physics Paul Peter Urone 1997-12
Thermal Energy Yatish T. Shah 2018-01-12 The book details sources of thermal
energy, methods of capture, and applications. It describes the basics of thermal
energy, including measuring thermal energy, laws of thermodynamics that govern its
use and transformation, modes of thermal energy, conventional processes, devices
and materials, and the methods by which it is transferred. It covers 8 sources of
thermal energy: combustion, fusion (solar) fission (nuclear), geothermal,
microwave, plasma, waste heat, and thermal energy storage. In each case, the
methods of production and capture and its uses are described in detail. It also
discusses novel processes and devices used to improve transfer and transformation
processes.
Moving Sites Victoria Hunter 2015-03-27 Moving Sites explores site-specific dance
practice through a combination of analytical essays and practitioner accounts of
their working processes. In offering this joint effort of theory and practice, it
aims to provide dance academics, students and practitioners with a series of
discussions that shed light both on approaches to making this type of dance
practice, and evaluating and reflecting on it. The edited volume combines critical
thinking from a range of perspectives including commentary and observation from
the fields of dance studies, human geography and spatial theory in order to
present interdisciplinary discourse and a range of critical and practice-led
lenses through which this type of work can be considered and explored. In so
doing, this book addresses the following questions: · How do choreographers make
site-specific dance performance? · What occurs when a moving body engages with
site, place and environment? · How might we interpret, analyse and evaluate this
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type of dance practice through a range of theoretical lenses? · How can this type
of practice inform wider discussions of embodiment, site, space, place and
environment? This innovative and exciting book seeks to move beyond description
and discussion of site-specific dance as a spectacle or novelty and considers
site-dance as a valid and vital form of contemporary dance practice that explores,
reflects, disrupts, contests and develops understandings and practices of
inhabiting and engaging with a range of sites and environments. Dr Victoria Hunter
is Senior Lecturer in Dance at the University of Chichester.
Yearbook on Space Policy 2011/2012 Cenan Al-Ekabi 2014-02-08 The Yearbook on Space
Policy is the reference publication analyzing space policy developments. Each year
it presents issues and trends in space policy and the space sector as a whole. Its
scope is global and its perspective is European. The Yearbook also links space
policy with other policy areas. It highlights specific events and issues, and
provides useful insights, data and information on space activities. The Yearbook
on Space Policy is edited by the European Space Policy Institute (ESPI) based in
Vienna, Austria. It combines in-house research and contributions of members of the
European Space Policy Research and Academic Network (ESPRAN), coordinated by ESPI.
The Yearbook is designed for government decision-makers and agencies, industry
professionals, as well as the service sectors, researchers and scientists and the
interested public.
Urban Waterfront Promenades Elizabeth Macdonald 2017-07-06 Some cities have longtreasured waterfront promenades, many cities have recently built ones, and others
have plans to create them as opportunities arise. Beyond connecting people with
urban water bodies, waterfront promenades offer many social and ecological
benefits. They are places for social gathering, for physical activity, for relief
from the stresses of urban life, and where the unique transition from water to
land eco-systems can be nurtured and celebrated. The best are inclusive places,
welcoming and accessible to diverse users. This book explores urban waterfront
promenades worldwide. It presents 38 promenade case studies—as varied as
Vancouver’s extensive network that has been built over the last century, the
classic promenades in Rio de Janeiro, the promenades in Stockholm’s recently built
Hammarby Sjöstad eco-district, and the Ma On Shan promenade in the Hong Kong New
Territories—analyzing their physical form, social use, the circumstances under
which they were built, the public policies that brought them into being, and the
threats from sea level rise and the responses that have been made. Based on wide
research, Urban Waterfront Promenades examines the possibilities for these public
spaces and offers design and planning approaches useful for professionals,
community decision-makers, and scholars. Extensive plans, cross sections, and
photographs permit visual comparison.
Minerals Yearbook 2013
American Universities and Colleges 2014-10-08
The Genius of Athletes Noel Brick 2021-06-08 A life-changing new kind of self-help
that shows how we can all use the hard-won cognitive strategies of top competitors
to power through any ambitious goal in any walk of life
Women's Under-Representation in the Engineering and Computing Professions: Fresh
Perspectives on a Complex Problem Kathleen Buse 2018-06-21
Big Data and High Performance Computing L. Grandinetti 2015-10-20 Big Data has
been much in the news in recent years, and the advantages conferred by the
collection and analysis of large datasets in fields such as marketing, medicine
and finance have led to claims that almost any real world problem could be solved
if sufficient data were available. This is of course a very simplistic view, and
the usefulness of collecting, processing and storing large datasets must always be
seen in terms of the communication, processing and storage capabilities of the
computing platforms available. This book presents papers from the International
Research Workshop, Advanced High Performance Computing Systems, held in Cetraro,
Italy, in July 2014. The papers selected for publication here discuss fundamental
aspects of the definition of Big Data, as well as considerations from practice
where complex datasets are collected, processed and stored. The concepts,
problems, methodologies and solutions presented are of much more general
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applicability than may be suggested by the particular application areas
considered. As a result the book will be of interest to all those whose work
involves the processing of very large data sets, exascale computing and the
emerging fields of data science
You William B. Irvine 2018-09-07 What are you? Obviously, you are a person with
human ancestors that can be plotted on a family tree, but you have other
identities as well. According to evolutionary biologists, you are a member of the
species Homo sapiens and as such have ancestral species that can be plotted on the
tree of life. According to microbiologists, you are a collection of cells, each of
which has a cellular ancestry that goes back billions of years. A geneticist,
though, will think of you primarily as a gene-replication machine and might
produce a tree that reveals the history of any given gene. And finally, a
physicist will give a rather different answer to the identity question: you can
best be understood as a collection of atoms, each of which has a very long
history. Some have been around since the Big Bang, and others are the result of
nuclear fusion that took place within a star. Not only that, but most of your
atoms belonged to other living things before joining you. From your atoms' point
of view, then, you are just a way station on a multibillion-year-long journey.
You: A Natural History offers a multidisciplinary investigation of your
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hyperextended family tree, going all the way back to the Big Bang. And while your
family tree may contain surprises, your hyperextended history contains some truly
amazing stories. As the result of learning more about who and what you are, and
about how you came to be here, you will likely see the world around you with fresh
eyes. You will also become aware of all the one-off events that had to take place
for your existence to be possible: stars had to explode, the earth had to be hit
4.5 billion years ago by a planetesimal and 65 million years ago by an asteroid,
microbes had to engulf microbes, the African savanna had to undergo climate
change, and of course, any number of your direct ancestors had to meet and mate.
It is difficult, on becoming aware of just how contingent your own existence is,
not to feel very lucky to be part of our universe.
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